Amended Agenda
High Valley Transit District
Thursday, May 27, 2021, 1 PM
NOTICE is hereby given that the Board of Trustees will meet electronically,
via Zoom, on Thursday, May 27, 2021
(All times listed are general in nature, and are subject to change by the
Board)
Consistent with provisions of the Utah Open and Public Meetings Act, Utah Code Ann. §52-4207(4), the High Valley Transit Board Chair has issued written determinations supporting the
Board of Trustees' decision to convene electronic meetings of the Board without a physical
anchor location. Due to the health and safety risks related to the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic
and considering public health orders limiting in-person gatherings, members of the public
should not attend Board meetings in person. However, members of the public are invited and
encouraged to view and participate in the Board’s electronic meetings as described below.

Public comment may also be submitted until 12 PM on Thursday, May 27,
2021 via email at hi@highvalleytransit.org.
To participate in the webinar:
https://summitcountyut.zoom.us/j/91041274529
Or, to listen by phone, dial 1-301-715-8592
Webinar ID: 910 4127 4529
This meeting may be recorded
Executive Session

Public Meeting
1)

Pledge of Allegiance

2)

Public Comment – all comments will be limited to three minutes per
person

1885 W Ute Boulevard, Park City, UT, US, 84098
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Work Session
3)

Operational update

4)

Review ADA Complementary Service Plan. Discuss strategy for
completing other required plans. (p. 3)

5)

Advertising and Ride with Pride! (p. 13)

6)

Insurance (p. 20)

Board Action
7)

Meeting Minutes April 22, 2021 and May 13, 2021 (p. 36)

8)

Discussion and possible approval of Addendum No. 1 to the Taas Service
Order granting River North limited license to operate vehicles owned by
High Valley Transit (p. 47)

9)

Discussion and possible approval of Addendum No. 2 to the TaaS Service
Order for ADA Complementary Paratransit Service (p. 51)

10)

Discussion and possible approval of the S.R. 224 Transit Lane Operation
Agreement between High Valley Transit and the Utah Department of
Transportation (UDOT) (p. 61)

(11) Board comments
(12) Staff comments

Members of the Board, presenters, and members of the public may attend and fully participate
by electronic means, using Zoom (phone or video).
Non-Discrimination Notice The High Valley Transit District’s policy is that no person,
regardless of race, color, or national origin shall be excluded from participation in, be denied
the benefits of, or be subject to any discrimination under any program, activity, or services
under Section 601 of Title VI of the Civil Rights Act, as amended. To view a copy of our Title
VI Policy and Complaint Procedure, please contact us at (435) 336-3113.
If you require this or any information in an alternative format, please contact us at (435) 3363113.

1885 W Ute Boulevard, Park City, UT, US, 84098
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STAFF REPORT
TO:
FROM:
DATE:
SUBJECT:

High Valley Transit Board of Trustees
Caroline Rodriguez
May 27, 2021
High Valley Transit’s ADA Complementary Paratransit Plan (Valley Ride)

____________________________________________________________________________________
Requested Board Action
None. Work session only to review draft document.
Background
Public entities that provide fixed route services must also provide ADA complementary paratransit services
for persons whose disabilities prevent them from using the fixed route system. (ADA complementary
paratransit requirements do not apply to commuter bus, commuter rail, or intercity rail service,
however.) This includes a rider’s inability to access vehicles, transit stops, or facilities, or to independently
navigate through the system. Complementary paratransit must be origin-to-destination service, providing
service from a passenger's origin to the passenger's destination.
Required sections of the plan are outlined within the U.S. Department of Transportation (U.S. DOT)
regulation 49 CFR Part 37- Transportation Services for Individuals with Disabilities (ADA), particularly
Subpart F, Paratransit as a Complement to Fixed Route Service, and the FTA ADA Circular 4710.1.
High Valley Transit staff have drafted the following ADA Complementary Paratransit Plan in accordance
with this guidance.
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High Valley Transit
ADA Complementary Paratransit Plan – Review Draft
Date: May 27, 2021

Introduction and Purpose
This ADA policy is written to establish operating and service guidelines and procedures for the implementation of the requirements
of the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 (ADA), the U.S. Department of Transportation (U.S. DOT) regulations for
implementing ADA (49 CFR Parts 27, 37 and 38), and applicable state laws and regulations. High Valley Transit operates services
on a fixed route and on-demand basis. High Valley Transit complies with ADA requirements with respect to such services.
Policy Statement
It is the policy of High Valley Transit to comply with all the legal requirements of federal and state laws and regulations as they
pertain to individuals with disabilities. If state laws and federal regulations are contradictory, the federal ADA regulations
prevail. The transit system provides quality transportation services without discrimination to all persons including individuals with
disabilities. Discrimination on the basis of disability against any person by transit system employees will not be condoned or
tolerated.
Goals: Service is provided in a manner that meets these goals to:
1. Provide safe, accessible, and dignified services to all persons, including individuals with disabilities
2. Ensure that eligible individuals who are unable to board, ride or disembark from the fixed route service are provided
complementary paratransit with comparable service availability and quality to the fixed route service
3. Expedite the safe and efficient boarding, securing, transporting, and alighting of all passengers, regardless of mobility
status
4. Accommodate the wide range of mobility aids within the confines of available vehicles and commercial standard
equipment
Applicability: This policy applies to all transit system employees, services, facilities and vehicles. It applies equally to all persons
needing and/or using the services provided by the system.
Definitions:
Commuter Bus: Fixed route bus service, characterized by service predominantly in one direction during peak periods, limited stops,
use of multi-ride tickets, and routes of extended length, usually between the central business district and outlying suburbs.
Commuter bus service may also include other service, characterized by a limited route structure, limited stops, and a coordinated
relationship to another mode of transportation.
Disability: With respect to an individual, a physical or mental impairment that substantially limits one or more of the major life
activities of such individual; a record of such an impairment; or being regarded as having such an impairment.
Fixed Route Service: Operates along a prescribed route according to a fixed (regular) schedule.
Mobility Device: A device that is designed to assist an individual with disabilities with locomotion. Examples include wheelchairs,
canes, crutches, and walkers. Also called mobility aid.
Route Deviation Service: A system that permits user-initiated deviations from routes or schedules.
Securement Area or Station: A designated location for riders using wheelchairs, equipped with a securement system.
Securement Device, Equipment or System: Equipment used for securing wheelchairs against uncontrolled movement during
transport.
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Service Animal: Any guide dog, signal dog, or other animal that has been individually trained to work or perform tasks for an
individual with a disability, including, but not limited to, guiding individuals with impaired vision, alerting individuals with impaired
hearing to intruders or sounds, providing minimal protection or rescue work, pulling a wheelchair, or fetching dropped items.
Wheelchair: A mobility aid belonging to any class of three- or more- wheeled devices, usable indoors, designed or modified for
and used by individuals with mobility impairments, whether operated manually or powered.

General Guidance and Procedures for Implementing Policy
Recruitment and Employment: As stated in the transit system’s personnel policies, the agency is an Equal Opportunity Employer
and fully complies with ADA in its recruitment, hiring and continued employment practices.
Facility and Vehicle Accessibility: The transit system administrative facility, passenger facilities and vehicles shall meet or exceed
the requirements of 49 CFR Parts 27, 37 and 38 and requirements of the State of Utah. If state requirements do not meet federal
requirements, the federal ADA regulations prevail. All vehicles purchased for fixed route will be accessible. Vehicles purchased for
demand response service will only be non-accessible to the extent that the demand response system, when viewed in its entirety,
provides the same level of service for individuals with disabilities as for individuals without disabilities. The transit system will
conduct an analysis of service equivalency prior to the acquisition of any inaccessible vehicles for demand-responsive service.
Vehicle and Route Assignment: To the extent possible, the assignment of particular types of vehicles will be based upon rider
needs. All vehicles assigned to fixed routes will be accessible.
In addition to fixed route service, High Valley Transit also operates demand response service (referred to as “micro”). To the extent
that inaccessible vehicles comprise any proportion of the fleet, the transit system will ensure that equivalent service is provided to
individuals with disabilities, including wheelchair users, that is consistent with U.S. DOT ADA regulations under 49 CFR Part 37,
Section 37.77. This transportation will be provided in the most integrated setting appropriate to the needs of the individual and
will be equivalent to the service provided other individuals with respect to:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Response time
Fares
Geographic area of service
Hours and days of service
Restrictions or priorities based on trip purpose
Availability of information and reservations capability
Any constraints on capacity or availability

Maintenance of Accessible Features: Accessibility features on vehicles, including lifts, ramps, wheelchair securement devices and
public address systems, will be maintained in operative condition. The preventive maintenance program of High Valley
Transit provides for regular and frequent maintenance checks of these features as well as preventive maintenance as
recommended by the equipment manufacturers. In addition, the lift must be cycled as part of each pre-trip inspection.
Drivers are required to report lift or ramp failures immediately. Vehicles with inoperative lifts or ramps will be removed from
service and replaced with an accessible vehicle until the inoperative lift or ramp is repaired. Additional fixed route policies related
to inoperative lifts or ramps are discussed under “Policies Specific to Fixed Route Service.”
Wheelchair Accommodation: All accessible vehicles meet or exceed the requirements of 49 CFR Part 38. Transportation providers
are required to carry a wheelchair and its user, as long as the lift can accommodate the size and weight of the wheelchair and its
user, and there is space in the securement area for the wheelchair on the vehicle without blocking the aisle. If a vehicle lift/ramp
and securement area can accommodate a wheelchair (or other mobility device), High Valley Transit will transport the device (and
its user).
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An individual who uses a wheelchair that, when occupied, exceeds the weight rating of the vehicle lift/ramp, will be offered the
opportunity to board and disembark from the vehicle separately from the wheelchair. However, transit agency personnel are
not (required OR permitted) to operate a passenger’s wheelchair. The individual may travel with another individual who can assist
with operating the unoccupied wheelchair to maneuver it on and off the lift/ramp.
Boarding: Drivers and scheduling practices will provide adequate time for a passenger with a disability to board and/or disembark
the vehicle, which includes adjusting the schedule if necessary and waiting for passengers to be seated before moving the
vehicle. Only a properly trained transit system employee can operate the lift or ramp and secure the wheelchair in the securement
station. Passengers may board facing toward or away from the vehicle.
Priority Seating: With the exception of the wheelchair securement stations, the transit system does not require any passenger to
sit in designated seating.
Priority seating for seniors and individuals with disabilities is to be designated by permanent signage in each vehicle. In cases where
an individual with a disability requests use of priority seating that is currently occupied by another passenger, the driver will ask
that passenger to move so as to allow the individual with a disability use of the priority seating. In cases where a wheelchair user
requires the use of a securement location, the driver will ask any passenger (including other passengers with disabilities) to vacate
the securement location.
Driver Assistance: Drivers will make themselves available for assistance to individuals with disabilities and will assist upon request
of the passenger. Drivers will leave their seat to assist a passenger with using the vehicle ramp, lift and/or securement
system. Drivers will use the accessibility-related equipment and features on their vehicles as described in these policies.
Wheelchair Securement:
High Valley Transit does not require that wheelchairs be secured on board the vehicle. However, the driver will secure a
passenger’s wheelchair if requested by the passenger.
OR:
High Valley Transit requires that all wheelchairs be secured. Drivers should not allow a passenger to ride if they are not secured
properly unless the securement system will not accommodate the wheelchair. Drivers cannot deny a passenger a ride based on
the inability to secure the wheelchair. However, drivers must warn the passengers of the danger of riding in a non-secured
wheelchair. Passengers who refuse to allow their wheelchairs to be secured may be denied service.
Securement of wheelchairs is the responsibility of the driver. Drivers are trained in the proper operation of all securement
equipment based on the equipment manufacturer’s specifications. Drivers will listen to and respect riders’ instructions on how to
secure their equipment. Drivers cannot be expected to be familiar with each and every wheelchair type that may come aboard,
and securement attachment points may differ by wheelchair manufacturer. The rider may be in the best position to instruct the
driver on how to properly secure their mobility device.
If the securement system is not compatible with the wheelchair the passenger is using, the driver will still make an attempt to
safely secure the wheelchair. If the wheelchair cannot be secured because of the wheelchair design, the passenger still has the
right to ride in the vehicle.
Drivers must secure wheelchairs in the designated securement area only, even if the passenger wants their mobility device to be
secured in a non-designated area. The wheelchair is not allowed to block the aisle.
Seat belts and shoulder harnesses are recommended but not required for passengers riding in their secured wheelchair.
In cases where an individual using a wheelchair attempts to board and requires use of a securement location that is currently
occupied by another passenger that is not using a wheelchair, the driver will ask that passenger to allow the individual using a
wheelchair to use the securement position.
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Use of Lift or Ramp by Individuals with Disabilities Not Using a Mobility Device: The driver will deploy the lift or ramp for an
individual with a disability who is not using a mobility device to board or alight the vehicle upon request.
Accommodation of Other Mobility Devices: Mobility devices that are not wheelchairs, but which are primarily designed to for use
by individuals with mobility impairments, will be accommodated to the extent that the ADA-compliant lift or ramp and securement
areas can safely do so. However, these devices are the responsibility of the individual passenger, and must be secured in a manner
that does not interfere with the safe operation of the vehicles and the transport of other passengers.
Transfer to Fixed Seating: All passengers using wheelchairs have an option of transferring to fixed seating once on board the
vehicles. Drivers may recommend, but never require, wheelchairs users to transfer to fixed seating. No waivers are allowed to be
required.
Accommodation of Portable Oxygen: Individuals are allowed to travel with respirators and portable oxygen supplies on board,
consistent with applicable U.S. DOT rules on the transportation of hazardous materials in 49 CFR Subtitle B, Chapter 1, Subchapter
C.
Service Animals: In compliance with 49 CFR Part 37, the transit system allows trained service animals to accompany passengers
with disabilities. The driver will not ask for proof of the qualifications of the animal, but may ask what tasks the animal has been
trained to perform. However, any animal which is not under the passenger’s control or which becomes a direct threat to the health
or safety of other passengers may be restricted from riding.
Alighting: It is the responsibility of the driver to determine that the location for passenger alighting is safe. For fixed route, the
driver will allow a passenger who uses the lift or ramp to alight at any stop, unless the lift or ramp cannot be deployed, will be
damaged if deployed, or conditions at the stop would present unsafe conditions for all passengers. Only the driver will unsecure
the wheelchair and operate the lift or ramp to return the passenger to the ground level.
Staff Training: All drivers and transit system staff are trained to proficiency in use of accessibility equipment, the operating policies
related to each of the service requirements described, and in properly and respectfully assisting and treating individuals with
disabilities with sensitivity. Mechanics are also trained to properly maintain lifts and other accessibility equipment.
Rider Information: All printed informational materials are made available in accessible formats upon request, for example, large
print for individuals with low vision or audio for blind individuals, as well as accessible electronic formats.
Complaint Procedure: All complaints of discrimination on the basis of disability will be promptly and objectively investigated and
forwarded to the Office of the (Summit County) Attorney, c/o Jami Brackin, 60 N. Main, P.O. Box 128, Coalville, UT 84017 and
promptly and objectively investigated. High Valley Transit will promptly communicate its response to the complaint allegations,
including its reasons for the response, to the complainant. The response will be documented. Corrective or disciplinary action will
be taken for behavior prohibited by this policy, up to and including termination of employment. Documentation of each complaint
will be kept on file according to the retention schedule adopted by State Archives for local governments, currently five years.
Reasonable Modification of Policy: If a passenger with a disability requires modification of any of High Valley Transit’s policies and
practices to accommodate their disability to use the service, the passenger may request such a modification by contacting the
office of the General Manager. The transit system will work with the individual to find an acceptable accommodation solution.
Where a request for modification cannot practicably be made and determined in advance operating personnel will make a
determination of whether the modification should be provided at the time of the request. Operating personnel may consult
with High Valley Transit management before making a determination to grant or deny the request.
Requests for modification of policies and practices may be denied only on one or more of the following grounds:
• Granting the request would fundamentally alter the nature of High Valley Transit’s services, programs, or activities;
• Granting the request would create a direct threat to the health or safety of others;
• Without the requested modification, the individual with a disability is able to fully use High Valley Transit's services,
programs, or activities for their intended purpose.
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In any case in which High Valley Transit denies a request for a reasonable modification, the agency shall take, to the maximum
extent possible, other actions (that would not result in a direct threat or fundamental alteration of service) to ensure that the
individual with a disability receives the services or benefit provided by High Valley Transit.

Guidelines and Procedures for Implementing Policy Specific to Fixed Route Services
Inoperative Lifts and Ramps: Vehicles with inoperative lifts must be taken out of fixed route service as soon as possible (no later
than the beginning of the vehicle’s next service day) and inoperative equipment will be replaced promptly with an accessible spare
vehicle. The inoperative lift will be repaired before the vehicle returns to service. For vehicles equipped with ramps, it may be
possible to continue in service as long as the ramp can be and is deployed manually when necessary. If an inoperative ramp cannot
be (or is not) deployed manually, the transit agency will apply the policy for a vehicle with an inoperative lift.
If there is no accessible spare vehicle available to take the place of a vehicle with an inoperable lift/ramp on a route, the vehicle
with the inoperable lift/ramp may be kept in service for no more than five days. In such cases alternative transportation will be
provided to individuals with disabilities who are unable to use the vehicle because its lift/ramp does not work.
Route Identification to Passengers Waiting at Shared Stops: Where vehicles for more than one route serve the same stop, each
driver will stop and announce their route to passengers waiting at the stop. These stops have been listed for each route and the
lists are provided to drivers during training.
Route Orientation Announcements: Fixed route drivers will announce the following stops to passengers on board the vehicle (using
the vehicle’s public address system on larger vehicles if such is available): 1) transfer points with other routes, 2) major intersections
or destination points, 3) sufficient intervals along a route to orient passengers with visual disabilities to their location, and 4) any
stop requested by a passenger with a disability. Stops that fall into the first three categories are listed for each route and provided
to drivers during training.
Bus Stop Accessibility: When establishing new bus stops, it is the policy of High Valley Transit to select locations that are accessible
to riders using mobility devices, to the extent feasible. When installing improvements at existing bus stops, the improvements will
be made accessible in accordance with US DOT ADA standards for transportation buildings and facilities. In the event that a
particular stop is not accessible, the transit system will provide complementary paratransit to any individual who is unable to use
the fixed route system because that stop is inaccessible. If an individual with a disability requests that an existing stop be made
accessible, High Valley Transit will work with the jurisdiction that is responsible for the street and sidewalk (if applicable) to include
accessibility improvements to the stop within the jurisdiction’s ADA transition plan for sidewalks.
ADA Complementary Paratransit: Individuals who are unable to use the fixed route service because of a disability will be provided
with complementary paratransit service that is comparable to the fixed route service in service availability and quality. The policies
for ADA Complementary Paratransit are provided in the next section.

Guidelines and Procedures for Implementing Policy Specific to ADA Complementary Paratransit Services
Introduction: High Valley Transit provides ADA complementary paratransit services for individuals whose disabilities prevent them
from independently using the fixed route system. This is demand response service that is equivalent to the fixed route service in
terms of service characteristics as described under 49 CFR Part 37, Subpart F.
Eligibility Determination Process: To be eligible to use the ADA complementary paratransit service, applicants must complete an
ADA complementary paratransit eligibility determination process. Eligible individuals will receive documentation of ADA
complementary paratransit eligibility, which can be used in other areas.
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Eligibility Criteria: The certification process strictly limits ADA complementary paratransit eligibility to the regulatory definition of
eligibility. Only those persons who meet the regulatory definition will be given documentation indicating that they are “ADA
Paratransit Eligible.” A person will be considered eligible for ADA complementary paratransit if:

•

The individual is unable, as the result of a physical or mental impairment (including a vision impairment), and without
assistance of another individual (except the operator of a wheelchair lift/ramp or other boarding assistance device),
to board, ride, or disembark from any vehicle on the system which is readily accessible to and usable by individuals
with disabilities.

•

The individual with a disability is capable of using the system with the assistance of a wheelchair lift/ramp but the
route they want to use is not sufficiently ADA accessible for the individual to use it.

•

The individual with a disability has a specific impairment-related condition, which prevents such individual from
traveling to a fixed route boarding location or from a disembarking location.

Temporary eligibility for ADA complementary paratransit service will be allowed for those with a disability that is only
temporary in nature. Temporary eligibility is established during the certification process.

Application Form: A copy of the application form used for High Valley Transit ADA complementary paratransit service is
provided at the end of this section. Large print, audio, electronic, and other accessible formats are available upon request, as
well as in Spanish.
Review Process and Time Frame: Upon receipt of a completed application, High Valley Transit will review the application and

determine the individual’s eligibility within 21 days of receipt. This responsibility has been assigned to the ADA Coordinator. If
a determination is not made within 21 days, the applicant is treated as eligible and will receive service until such time as a
determination of eligibility is made.

Notification of Eligibility: Each applicant will be notified in writing by mail of their status within 21 days of submitting a
properly completed application. If determined eligible, this letter will serve as temporary eligibility documentation as
described below. The procedures for using ADA complementary paratransit will also be mailed with this letter in a format
useable by the individual (such as large print, audio, or electronic file).
Those persons determined to be ineligible will be provided with specific information as to why their application was rejected
and instructions on how they can appeal the decision (described below). This information will also be mailed with this letter
in a format useable by the individual.

Documentation: High Valley Transit will provide certified individuals with documentation that can be used as identification

for reciprocal eligibility for ADA complementary paratransit service in other areas of the communities in the United
States. This documentation will include the following information:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Name of eligible individual
Name of certifying transit provider – High Valley Transit
Telephone number of the High Valley Transit ADA Coordinator
Whether or not the rider requires use of a lift or ramp
Expiration date
Any conditions or limitations on eligibility
Whether person travels with a PCA
Information on the appeal process if the individual is denied eligibility or has conditions placed on eligibility.

Term of Eligibility: Once determined eligible, a person maintains eligibility for three years. Recertification is required
every three years. Persons given temporary eligibility remain eligible for the duration of time of the temporary disability,
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as determined through the certification process and indicated in the documentation that is to be provided to the
applicant.

Appeals Process: The appeals process will be explained to all applicants who are rejected or permitted only partial
(conditional or temporary) service. The applicant has 60 days to file an appeal with High Valley Transit, with the decision
to be made by the High Valley Transit Board of Trustees. The notification of intent to appeal may be submitted in person,
by telephone, or in writing. Written appeals may not be required, but riders may have that option. The applicant will be
afforded an opportunity to be heard and to present information and arguments in person. The Chief Operating Officer
has 30 days from the date of the appeal to render a decision concerning the appeal. If a decision is not reached within
30 days, the applicant will be presumed eligible until a decision has been reached. The ADA regulations require that the
person who makes a determination on an appeal must not be involved in the initial determination of the individual’s
eligibility.
ADA Complementary Paratransit Service for Visitors: ADA complementary paratransit eligible individuals visiting from
other localities outside of the system’s service area will also be served when eligible trips are requested. The visiting
individual’s local certification will be honored by High Valley Transit. If a visitor does not have ADA complementary
paratransit certification from another jurisdiction, but makes a claim of eligibility, that claim will be honored as required
by the ADA. However, in such cases, High Valley Transit reserves the right to require proof that the individual is not a
local resident, and if the individual has a disability which is not apparent. Service to visitors is limited to 21 days during
any 365-day period beginning with the visitor’s first use of the service during that period. Visitors who anticipate requiring
service for more than 21 days in a 365-day period must apply for eligibility.
Personal Care Attendants: High Valley Transit will provide ADA complementary paratransit service for a personal care
attendant (PCA) traveling with the eligible rider. The need to travel with a PCA will be determined by the applicant, and
noted as part of the eligibility determination process. It is important to note that the PCA may not directly be needed
for transportation, but may be needed at the individual’s trip destination (for example, to assist with grocery shopping)
and thus need for a PCA will not be limited to those individuals who require assistance in traveling. An individual who is
certified as needing a PCA cannot be denied service if they chose to travel without a PCA, and may not be required to
travel with the same PCA for every trip.
Service Characteristics and Operating Policies: ADA complementary paratransit is comparable to High Valley Transit’s fixed route
system (excluding commuter bus routes), based on the following service characteristics and operating policies.

Geographic Service Area: ADA complementary paratransit is provided within a three-quarter mile radius corridor
surrounding each fixed route, plus relatively small areas enclosed by fixed routes.
Days and Hours of Service: ADA complementary paratransit is provided within the same days and hours as the fixed

route services.

Fares: High Valley Transit is a fare-free system.
If the ADA complementary paratransit-eligible individual travels with a PCA, the PCA will not be charged a fare for ADA
complementary paratransit.

Trip Purpose: ADA complementary paratransit is provided for trips of any purpose; no priorities are placed on specific

types of trips.

Trip Scheduling and Response Time: Reservations are accepted for ADA complementary paratransit trip reservations on
a next-day basis, until 5 PM on the day before service. Riders may schedule trips by calling the High Valley Transit office
seven days a week between 6AM and midnight.

Service Capacity and Scheduling Flexibility: As required, High Valley Transit will provide adequate capacity to meet all

demand for eligible ADA complementary paratransit trips. In some cases it may be necessary to negotiate trip times with
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the rider; however, in no case will any trip be scheduled more than one hour before or after the rider’s desired time (that
is, a trip requested for 11:00 a.m. may be scheduled as early as 10:00 a.m. or as late as 12:00 noon).
In order to meet the ADA requirement for ensuring adequate capacity, High Valley Transit will monitor the following
indicators of capacity to ensure that no patterns or practices of capacity constraints are found:

•

On-time performance – High Valley Transit measures on-time performance according to vehicles that arrive within a
promised 30 minute “window” of time. A vehicle that arrives within this “window” is considered on-time. High Valley
Transit will try to ensure that all trips are on-time but because of the realities of operating conditions (e.g., poor
weather, road construction), not all trips will be on-time. Should on-time performance fall below 90 percent, actions
will be taken to address and improve trip timeliness.

•

Trip denials and missed trips –High Valley Transit plans to meet all requests for ADA complementary paratransit
service based on expected demand and to avoid any trip denials or missed trips. There may be insignificant numbers
of trips denied due to unforeseen conditions. There may also be an insignificant number of missed trips, defined as
a trip where the vehicle arrives late and the rider either is no longer there or declines the trip due to lateness, because
of the realities of operating conditions. Trip denials and missed trips will be monitored to ensure capacity is adequate.

•

Trips with excessive lengths –High Valley Transit monitors travel times on ADA complementary paratransit to ensure
comparability to the same or comparable trip if taken on fixed route.

Subscription Trips: As permitted by the ADA regulations), High Valley Transit may provide a portion of its ADA

complementary paratransit trips on a subscription basis (also called standing orders). Unlike other ADA complementary
paratransit trips, trip priorities and waiting lists for subscription service may be established. If High Valley Transit does
not have capacity constraints, there are no restrictions on the percentage of trips that will be provided as subscription
trips. Subscription service may not absorb more than 50 percent of the available trips at any time of the service day,
unless there remain trips available for non-subscription riders.

Companions: An ADA complementary paratransit rider is permitted to travel with at least one companion (and more

than one on a space-available basis). Companion passengers pay the same fare as ADA riders. The eligible ADA rider
shall reserve space for the companion(s) when the rider reserves the ride. Any companions traveling with the eligible
individual must share the same trip origin and destination as the eligible individual. The companion is in addition to any
PCA with which the rider may travel.

Origin-to-Destination Service and Passenger Assistance: ADA complementary paratransit services will be provided on
a curb-to-curb basis. High Valley Transit drivers will assist ADA complementary paratransit riders with boarding and
disembarking from vehicles and in securing their mobility devices. All drivers who operate ADA complementary
paratransit services will be proficiently trained in passenger assistance and sensitivity towards individuals with disabilities.
Riders will be required to travel to the curb outside of their trip origin in time for their scheduled pick-up. Riders who
require additional assistance in the form of door-to-door service in order to use the ADA complementary paratransit may
request a modification of this policy by contacting the ADA coordinator at 435-336-3113. In such case, the driver will
provide assistance on a door-to-door basis. This ensures that High Valley Transit meets the ADA requirement to provide
service on an “origin to destination” basis. While limited assistance in guiding a passenger from their door to the curb
may be provided on a case-by-case base, this must be prearranged and indicated when the trip is scheduled.
The staff of High Valley Transit will not lift a passenger, leave a vehicle unattended or out of visual observation for a
lengthy period of time, enter a rider’s home, care for service animals, operate a power wheelchair, provide personal care
attendant (PCA) service, or take actions that would be clearly unsafe. If more extensive assistance is needed by the
individual than High Valley Transit can provide as a provider of public transportation, the individual will be responsible
for arranging personal assistance. Staff of High Valley Transit will work with the individual and/or the rider’s
caregiver/social worker to clarify parameters of the assistance provided by the driver and formally document this in a
letter sent to the individual.
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No Show Policy: If no shows become a problem for ADA complementary paratransit riders, High Valley Transit will
establish an ADA no-show policy with input from the disability community. A no-show policy allows a transit system to
discipline riders who establish a pattern or practice of missing scheduled trips, which can have a negative effect on
paratransit performance.
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STAFF REPORT
TO:
FROM:
DATE:
SUBJECT:

High Valley Transit Board of Trustees
Jamie Dansie, Transportation Planner
May 27, 2021
Advertisements on High Valley Transit Vehicles

Requested Board Action
None. This is a work session to discuss the following items:






Advertising on Queen and King side of fixed route buses
Advertising on full bus wraps
Advertising on posters or cards inside of fixed route buses
Trading ad space for bus stop amenities (in-kind advertising)
Advertising inside of Micro vehicles

Background
Transit agencies operating full-sized, 30, 35, or 40-foot buses often take advantage of the exterior and
interior spaces on the buses to generate revenue through paid advertising. All High Valley Transit vehicles
will have similar ad space available. The Federal Transit Administration (FTA) supports agencies finding
private revenue streams.
Considerations
National RTAP Advertising Best Practices offers the following tips and lessons learned:
 Ensure passengers can see out of the windows
 Calculate the staff time to sell and maintain ad space
 Calculate the expense and time of maintaining and changing out advertisements
 Calculate the cost to mitigate damage to vehicles caused by bus wraps
 Find materials that will stand up to bus washing and environmental elements
 Consider window coverings as alternatives so agency branding isn’t lost
 Have a marketing plan and advertising policy in place
Federal Transit Administration:
The Federal Transit Administration encourages transit agencies to generate revenue and will count the
revenue as part of a local match dollar amount. The primary requirement is that a competitive process
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must be used to allow multiple parties equal opportunity where ad space is limited. The best method for
this is left to the grantee.
Current Opportunity
Kroger’s real estate division and HVT have exchanged several messages about installing a bus stop on
Uintah Way, and near the east side of the Newpark Smiths store. There is currently an ADA compliant pad
(boarding area) as well as an overhang that provides shelter where a stop is being considered. Staff
understands that a bus stop once existed at this location but there is no history available about why it was
removed. The Bitner Loop routing passes Smiths every fifteen minutes from 6am to midnight, 365 days a
year. The closes access for Smiths employees and patrons is approximately 1000 ft away at the Newpark
Shelter.
Kroger has been gracious in entertaining HVT’s request but, as a standard practice, requires leasing fees to
for long-term use of parts of its properties. A fee somewhere near $2,500 a year to install the bus stop has
been provided but is not an exact amount. The real estate group is also open to an in-kind advertising
arrangement and has asked a proposal from HVT. In addition to an annual fee, the store will request that
there be a trash can and regular maintenance of the stop.
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Future Considerations
Advertising revenue has also been realized by other agencies by offering ads on bus shelters, benches,
websites, printed schedules, bus floors, bus on-board announcements, at transit properties, placement of
ATMs on properties, and naming rights.
Pricing Examples
SUNTRAN TRANSIT AUTHORITY ST. GEORGE
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OUTSIDE AGENCIES
Many agencies use the service of media and marketing companies to manage advertising schedules and
contracts. The Utah Transit Authority contracts with Lamar. Lamar’s pricing is below.
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Microtransit Advertising
Information regarding microtransit advertising is not as ubiquitous. Staff reached out to Via’s ViaX team
and was provided the following:
 The mediums and the commercial models differ from fixed
 Bus advertising is static. Microtransit advertising can be static (partial vehicle wraps) but focuses
more on digital channels such as rooftop screens, in-vehicle screens or in-app advertising
 Digital advertising channels are attractive to advertisers who can better target their audiences and
leverage new formats such as video. The type of content/campaigns displayed can dynamically
change based on factors such as location, weather, time of day, etc. The in-vehicle screens can
also offer interactive capabilities (although not during COVID times)
 Bus advertising relies on an external agency that sells inventory based on the specific formats and
for a generally long period of time. The microtransit advertising model as we manage it is
integrated with the overall service and offers more flexibility (contracts can be shorter; no financial
risk or investment needed). It also leverages our deep knowledge of the service to enhance the
experience for riders (can provide ride information and infotainment inside the vehicle) and give
advertisers greater visibility
 Another key advantage of this new digital offering is for the transit agency/city to use the channels
to communicate PSAs and reach their community free of charge
 Traditional agencies have been reluctant to get involved in this new model because it differs from
their current approach (i.e. they require longer commitments, are unwilling to invest in the
hardware and the digital mediums are newer to them). However as microtransit keeps growing in
popularity, I believe the agencies will eventually try to adapt.
 Pricing depends on the medium (screen, wrap, in-app, etc), the market and the size of the fleet. In
most of our deployments we manage to offer fixed revenue guarantees on a per vehicle per month
basis. Rooftop screens generate the most revenue followed by wraps, in-app and in-vehicle
screens
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STAFF REPORT
TO:
FROM:
DATE:
SUBJECT:

High Valley Transit Board of Trustees
Caroline Rodriguez
May 27, 2021
Ride with Pride

____________________________________________________________________________________
Requested Board Action
None. Work session only.
Background
In solidary with worldwide Pride Month (June) and Utah Pride Week (June 1 – June 7), Park City Transit will
be adding temporary Ride with Pride window decals to three of their 35’ buses. Their adopted slogan is
Ride with Pride! The staff of High Valley Transit would like to explore whether the Board would like similar
messaging on our micro vehicles during the month of June.
Figure 1 is a mockup of what Park City Transit is planning. Figure 2 is a sample of 16” magnets that HVT
could order and display on up to six micro vehicles during the month of June. The total cost of six magnets
is less than $200.
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STAFF REPORT
TO:
FROM:
DATE:
SUBJECT:

High Valley Transit Board of Trustees
Jamie Dansie, Transportation Planner
May 27, 2021
High Valley Transit Insurance Coverage

____________________________________________________________________________________
Requested Board Action
Staff is requesting the Board of Trustees approve Utah Local Governments Trust to be the insurance
provider for High Valley Transit’s current state of operations by recognizing it is the most qualified insurer.
Background
High Valley Transit Administrative Policies and Procedures was adopted by the Board of Trustees on April
1, 2021. Section 10.0 of this document describes the requirement to purchase insurance for the transit
agency from “the most cost-effective qualified insurer.”
Quotes for general liability, workers compensation, and directors and officers liability coverages were
requested from four insurance companies (HVT does not yet have any vehicles, property, or other assets
to insure). Utah Local Governments responded with quotes by the deadline requested. Of the other four
companies, one was very interested in working with HVT but had delays with underwriting; one stopped
communicating despite several attempts to follow up with the representative; and one insured only
vehicles. Utah Local Governments is prolific in Utah and there were no other agencies with the regional
knowledge or work experience.
Utah Local Governments Quote
Annual Liability Premium: $3,255
Annual Workers Compensation Premium: $5,348
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Municipal Applicant: High Valley Transit District
X

New Business
Existing Member

COVERAGE APPLICATION
X

Policy Period
Policy Number

I. LIABILITY

5/1/21 to 4/30/22
TBD3-LIABILITY

MAXIMUM COMBINED AGGREGATE LIMIT (MCAL)
X

$10,000,000
$5,000,000
$2,000,000
Other:

SELF INSURED RETENTION
X

$0
Other:

The Maximum Combined Aggregate Limit (MCAL) represents the most the Trust will pay per Policy Period regardless of the number
of: (1) Insureds; (2) “claims” or “suits”; (3) persons or organizations sustaining “damages”; (4) “occurrences,” “personal injury
offenses,” “public officials’ errors and omissions,” “wrongful law enforcement acts”; or (5) coverages involved in a loss. Payment
under any of the coverages provided by the Trust shall reduce the Maximum Combined Aggregate Limit available per Policy Period.
Coverage provided by the Trust shall not be combined, cumulated or stacked with any other coverage provided by the Trust.

Page 1 of 5

Date Printed: 05/10/2021
2021 Underwriting Worksheet (8.2017)
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X

X
CP1

CP2

CGL - Commercial General Liability
Comprehensive General Liability
Liability Aggregate Limit per Policy Period

Coverage Limit
Equals MCAL Amount

Liability Single Limit per
Occurrence/Offense

Equals MCAL Amount

No-Fault Medical Payments per
Occurrence

$5,000

POEO - Public Officials' Errors and Omissions Liability
Coverage Part 1:
Public Officials' Errors and Omissions
Liability Aggregate Limit per Policy Period

Coverage Limit
Equals MCAL Amount

Liability Single Limit per Wrongful Act

Equals MCAL Amount

Coverage Part 2:
Employee Benefits Liability
Liability Aggregate Limit per Policy Period

Equals MCAL Amount

Liability Single Limit per EB Act/Error/
Omission

Equals MCAL Amount

LEL - Law Enforcement Liability (Available only to Members with LE Operations)
LEL

Law Enforcement Liability
Liability Aggregate Limit per Policy Period

Coverage Limit
Equals MCAL Amount

Liability Single Limit per Wrongful
Law Enforcement Act

Equals MCAL Amount

Page 2 of 5
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BAC - Business Auto Coverage
BI/PD

UM

UIM

PIP

X
USS-L

Auto Bodily Injury/Property Damage
Liability Aggregate Limit per Policy Period

Coverage Limit
Equals MCAL Amount

Liability Single Limit per Accident/
Covered Pollution Cost or Expense

Equals MCAL Amount

Uninsured Motorist Coverage
Coverage Limits

$100,000

Underinsured Motorist Coverage
Coverage Limits

$100,000

Personal Injury Protection
Coverage Limits

$5,000

Sub-Limits/Endorsements
Utility Service Sub-Limit
Aggregate Limit per Policy Period

Included for Members with CGL
$1,000,000

Per Claim/Suit Limit

$500,000

SHS-L

Sexual Harassment Sub-Limit
Aggregate Limit per Policy Period

Included for Members with CGL/POEO/LEL
$1,000,000

NFS-E

No-Fault Sewer and Potable Water
Aggregate Limit per Policy Period

Optional - Available only to Members with CGL
$100,000

Maximum Limit per
Household/Business

$5,000

FCSS-L

Foreign Claims and Suits Sub-Limit
Aggregate Limit per Policy Period

Included for Members with CGL/POEO/LEL
$1,000,000

DEC-E

Declaratory, Injunctive Relief and Land Use
Defense
Aggregate Limit per Policy Period

Included for Members with CGL
$50,000

Per Claim/Suit

$25,000

Page 3 of 5
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MAL-E

Malfeasance Defense
Aggregate Limit per Policy Period

Included for Members with CGL/POEO/LEL
$20,000

Per Claim/Suit

$10,000

CDEL-E Communicable Disease Exclusionary
Endorsement

Included for Members with CGL

HM-E

Optional - Available only to Members with CGL
with Healthcare Operations
Equals MCAL Amount

Limited Healthcare Malpractice
Aggregate Limit per Policy Period

PA-E

Prior Acts (Nose Coverage)
Aggregate Limit per Policy Period
Per Claim/Suit

UAL-E

Unmanned Aircraft - Liability (Drone)
Aggregate Limit per Policy Period
Per Claim/Suit

II. PROPERTY

Optional - Available only to Members with
claims-made coverage and No Known Loss
$1,000,000
$1,000,000
Optional - Available only to Members with CGL
$1,000,000
$1,000,000

Policy Period
Policy Number

LIMITS OF LIABILITY - Per Occurrence: subject to all Perils,
Coverage (subject to policy exclusions) and all Trust
Members combined, regardless of the number of Trust
Members, coverages, extensions of coverage, or perils
insured, subject to the following per occurrence and/or
aggregate sub-limits.

$1,000,000,000

SUB-LIMITS OF LIABILITY

See Property Declarations Page

DEDUCTIBLE - All Risk (Basic)

N/A - No Coverage

SPECIFIED PERILS or COVERAGE DEDUCTIBLE(S)

See Property Declarations Page

Per Occurrence for Off Premises Vehicle Damage

N/A - No Coverage
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X

Policy Period
Policy Number

III. WORKERS COMPENSATION

5/1/21 to 4/30/22
TBD3-WC

Coverage Part A. Workers Compensation Insurance:
Provides coverage required by the Workers
Compensation Law of the following state:

Utah

Coverage Part B. Employer's Liability Insurance:

Limits of Liability (Part B.):

Provides coverage to the insured (employer) for liability
to employees for work-related bodily injury or disease,
other than liability imposed by a workers compensation
law.

$100,000
$500,000
$100,000

Bodily injury by accident (each accident)
Bodily injury by disease (policy limit)
Bodily injury by disease (each employee)

ACKNOWLEDGMENT
I hereby acknowledge that the above-mentioned coverages and options available through the Utah Local
Governments Trust (“Trust”) have been explained to me. I further acknowledge that I have reviewed this application,
including my selection of coverages and options, and understand that this application will now be submitted to the
Trust for consideration.
With respect to the Property Coverage, I understand and agree that no coverage shall be provided for damage or loss
to vacant or unoccupied buildings.
I further acknowledge and represent that I have been duly authorized to make decisions regarding coverage for and
on behalf of the Municipal Applicant identified below, and understand that no coverage selection I make shall become
binding unless and until a Coverage Declaration, countersigned by the Trust, has been issued.

Municipal Applicant

Signature of Authorized Representative

Date

Printed Name

Page 5 of 5
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May 10, 2021
High Valley Transit District
Attention: Board of Trustees
60 N Main Street
Coalville, UT 84017
Dear Board Trustees,
The Utah Local Governments Trust was organized in 1974 as a Public Agency Insurance Mutual,
under Section 63G-7-703 of the Utah Governmental Immunity Act. The Trust is owned by and
insures more than 550 members, including 75% of Utah’s special services districts. We encourage
members to bid their programs regularly. Unlike some carriers, members can exit the Trust without
restrictive notice requirements or penalty. Still, member retention exceeds 99% for nearly a decade.
For 30 years the Trust has partnered with local governments to protect their most significant assets.
We believe our coverage, service and claims handling during that time has proven our commitment
to each member of our pool.
As you evaluate your options, we invite you to join dozens of public officials, executives, attorneys,
consultants and others who have closely examined our coverage, service and price, and elected the
Trust as their partner.
Best Regards,

Darin G Palmer
Account Executive
Membership Development
385.206.9122 | darin@utahtrust.gov

55 South Highway 89 North Salt Lake, UT 84054
o 801.396.6400 t 800.748.4440 f 801.936.0300 www.utahtrust.gov
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This proposal is for illustration purposes only. Coverage and limits governed by policy terms and conditions, subject to underwriting and loss verification.
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Who is the Trust? It’s you. The Trust is owned and governed BY
members FOR members and you have a voice. You also have the
support of 550 of your peers who want to work with the best.
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This proposal is for illustration purposes only. Coverage and limits governed by policy terms and conditions, subject to underwriting and loss verification.
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BY MEMBERS FOR MEMBERS
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WHY THE TRUST?
A recent study by AON Analytics found the Trust’s expense ratio to
be 29% less than the leading 25 property and casualty carriers in
the market. Keeping expenses low helps to maintain our competitive
edge, along with 200 years combined experience, dozens of
professional designations, strategic partnerships with 80% of Utah’s
public agencies, and $6 billion in insured assets - all backed by the
faith and credit of the world’s strongest reinsurers.

REINSURANCE ASSETS

$52 BILLION

TRUST ASSETS

$116 MILLION
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This proposal is for illustration purposes only. Coverage and limits governed by policy terms and conditions, subject to underwriting and loss verification.
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YOUR TEAM
Steve Hansen, Chief Executive Officer

- Bachelor of Science (BS)
- Master of Business Administration (MBA)
- Associate of Risk Management (ARM)
- Licensed in Property & Casualty, Life & Health Insurance
- 29 Years Insurance Experience

Darin Palmer, Account Executive

Coverage Analysis, Policy Review, Quotes

-

Bachelor of Arts (BA)
Master of Business Administration (MBA)
Certified Insurance Counselor (CIC)
Licensed in Property & Casualty, Life & Health Insurance
10 Years Insurance Experience

Jason Watterson, Loss Prevention Consultant 

Risk Assessments, Loss Trend Reviews, On-site Training

-

Bachelor of Science (BS)
Certified Industrial Hygienist (CSP)
Associate of Risk Management - Public (ARM-P)
Certified Playground Safety Inspector (CPSI)
22 Years Loss Prevention Experience

Jill Johnson, Member Advocate 

Member Services, Applications, Benefits

-

Associate, Customer Service (ACS)
Associate, General Insurance (AINS)
Certified Insurance Counselor (CIC)
Certified Insurance Service Representative (CISR)
Licensed in Property & Casualty, Life & Health Insurance
23 Years Insurance Experience
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This proposal is for illustration purposes only. Coverage and limits governed by policy terms and conditions, subject to underwriting and loss verification.
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Our proprietary member portal provides quick and convenient
Our proprietary member portal provides quick and convenient

access
to your
account
24/7.
invoices,certificates
certificates
of insurance,
access
to your
account
24/7.Print
Print invoices,
of insurance,
export
property
andand
auto
andmuch
much
more
with
myTRUST.
export
property
autoschedules
schedules and
more
with
myTRUST.

High Valley Transit
District
Woods Cross
City

Dashboard
myPRODUCTS

• LIABILITY

Expires 6.30.20 - Complete Application

Automobile

7.1.2019

AUTO

Property

7.1.2019

PROPERTY

Bonds

1.1.2001

BOND

Liability

7.1.2019

LIABILITY

• PROPERTY Expires 6.30.20 - Confirm Inventory
• AUTO

Expires 6.30.20 - Confirm Inventory

• WC

Expires 12.31.20 - Complete Application

myTEAM

Shortcuts

CURTIS TONKS - Account Executive
curtis@utahtrust.gov
801.458.1618

2019 Premium Relief Credit
Print Invoices
Print Certificates of Insurance

JILL JOHNSON - Member Services
jill@utahtrust.gov
801.936.6400
JASON WATTERSON - Loss Prevention
jason@utahtrust.gov
435.213.6869

Add / Delete Property or Vehicles
Upload Secure Document
Contact Us

This proposal is for illustration purposes only. Coverage and limits governed by policy terms and conditions, subject to underwriting and loss verification.
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This proposal is for illustration purposes only. Coverage and limits governed by policy terms and conditions, subject to underwriting and loss verification.
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MEMBER PORTAL - myTRUST

myTASKS
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MEMBER PORTAL - myTRUST

r
Se
proprietary mobile app, ONUS360. Following an on-site risk
assessment, you’ll receive a customized report with images, hazard
descriptions, severity rankings, OSHA compliance issues and more,
all accessible from your computer or smartphone.
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This proposal is for illustration purposes only. Coverage and limits governed by policy terms and conditions, subject to underwriting and loss verification.
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The Trust has modernized the facilities inspection process via our
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RISK ASSESSMENTS - ONUS360
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PROPERTY APPRAISALS
To ensure your assets are properly protected, the Trust has
contracted with Lowry & Associates to appraise your buildings on a
regular basis. Appraisal reports include detailed images, valuation,
GPS coordinates, and COPE data. You can expect a certified property
appraisal approximately every 5 years, at no additional cost.
UTAH LOCAL GOVERNMENTS TRUST
Building Detail Report

02/27/12
DBU22X

Entity:

13640

Site:

001

Building:

001

As of:

10/31/11
Page: 1

SANTA CLARA CITY

UINTAH COUNTY LIBRARY
TOWN HALL
TOWN HALL
2603 SANTA CLARA DRIVE
SANTA CLARA, UT 84765

Department:

00

NOT UTILIZED
Inspection Date:

10/24/11

Nbr. of Stories:

2

Total Square Feet:

24,786

Basement:

NO

Bsmt Square Feet:

Flood Zone:
Occupancy:

X
GCH

CITY HALL

Frame Type:

JM

JOISTED MASONRY

ISO Class:

2

JOISTED MASONRY

Built / Acquired: 2008 / 2008

E
L
P

Adds/Renovations:

M
A

GPS Lat & Long: N 37° 07.753
Fire Protection: SPRINKLER SYSTEM

S

NO

W 113° 38.70

FIRE ALARM - AUTOMATIC

GENERAL BUILDING CHARACTERISTICS
Exterior Walls:
Roofing:

DECORATIVE CONCRETE BLOCK,
ASPHALT SHINGLES,

Pitch & Shape:

MEDIUM (5/12 - 8/12), HIP

Foundation:

CONCRETE SLAB ON GROUND, CONCRETE FOOTING FOUNDATION

Floor Finish:

CARPETING, CERAMIC TILE

Ceiling Finish:

ACOUSTICAL, DRYWALL

Partitions:

DRYWALL/STUDS,

VALUATION CONCLUSIONS

SERVICES

FEATURES

Replacement Cost New:

ELECTRICAL
PLUMBING
HEATING
AIR CONDITIONING

PASSENGER ELEVATOR

Contents Value:

4,453,600
961,700

Seismic Zone:

2

Inventory ID:

0

NOTES

Report Produced and Copyrighted in 2010 by AssetWorks
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This proposal is for illustration purposes only. Coverage and limits governed by policy terms and conditions, subject to underwriting and loss verification.
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training. Topics cover a wide variety of government-specific risks,
which aid in reducing claims and promoting a culture of safety.

TRAINING & WEBINARS
LEXIPOL Policy Update

Responding to Emergencies

HAZWOPER

Elected Officials Liability

ADA Summit

Lockout / Tagout

Fire Prevention / Electrical Safety

Incident Investigation

Sewer Summit

Ergonomics / Strain Prevention

Firefighter Summit

Hazard Communication

Harassment and Discrimination

Confined Space Entry

CPR

Trenching and Shoring

Toolbox Safety Talks

Driver Safety and Fleet Management

Law Enforcement Liability

Building a Culture of Safety

OSHA Compliance

Best Practices and Accountability

Parks and Recreation Liability

Human Resources

Land Use

…and more!
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This proposal is for illustration purposes only. Coverage and limits governed by policy terms and conditions, subject to underwriting and loss verification.
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The Trust provides a large selection of regional, on-site and online
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LOSS PREVENTION TRAINING
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CLAIMS ADMINISTRATION
Claims processing has never been easier. Simply file a claim online,
or call and speak with a live representative. Once filed, we’ll provide
a claim number, which can be used to check claims status, see
incurred or paid loss dollars, and access adjuster notes. In the event
of litigation, our in-house Claims Manager will work with you to
identify legal counsel best suited for the claim. This ensures a
flexible and collaborative effort every time.

REPORT A CLAIM

Call the Trust.
We’ll do the rest.
801-967-0665
800-243-2490
Online reporting: utahtrust.gov/claims
Use Trust Account # 000 000 AT7

U TA H L O C A L G O V E R N M E N T S T R U S T
Specialized Insurance Products and Services Since 1974
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This proposal is for illustration purposes only. Coverage and limits governed by policy terms and conditions, subject to underwriting and loss verification.
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PREMIUM
LIABILITY PREMIUM
$3,255

WORKERS COMPENSATION PREMIUM
$5,348
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This proposal is for illustration purposes only. Coverage and limits governed by policy terms and conditions, subject to underwriting and loss verification.

1885 W. Ute Blvd.
Park City, UT 84098
WWW.HIGHVALLEYTRANSIT.ORG

Minutes
High Valley Transit District
BOARD OF TRUSTEES
THURSDAY, APRIL 22, 2021
Location: Virtual- Zoom Meeting # https://summitcounty.box.com/s/0ghded6slc0nhcmv9s9yhx2e2x7wv9zr

Consistent with provisions of the Utah Open and Public Meetings Act, Utah Code Ann. §52-4-207(4), the
Summit County Council Chair has issued written determinations supporting Summit County Council's
decision to convene electronic meetings of the Council without a physical anchor location. Due to the
health and safety risks related to the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic and considering public health orders
limiting in-person gatherings, members of the public should not attend Council meetings in person.
However, members of the public are invited and encouraged to view and participate in the Council's
electronic meetings as described below.
PRESENT:
Kim Carson, Board Chair
Roger Armstrong, Board Member
Chris Robinson, Board Member

Joe Spink, Vice Chair/Secretary
Doug Clyde, Board Member

Tom Fisher, County Manager
Caroline Rodriguez, Acting GM
Christopher Putt, Transportation Planner
Abigail Villegas, Transportation Admin Tech

Dave Thomas, Deputy County Attorney
Jamie Dansie, Sr. Transportation Planner
Isabel Hanewicz, HVT Business Analyst

Meeting called to the order at 1:00PM

Pledge of Allegiance

Work Session
Revised Service Poster and Operational Update
Acting GM, Caroline Rodriguez informed the Board that the service poster has been updated to reflect a
new alignment in the Kimball Junction area, on Bitner Loop Rd. The updated service poster has been posted
on the HVT website for public access.
Grants Update
Acting GM, Caroline Rodriguez informed the Board that some applications and nominations have been
applied for and there are a few upcoming applications that will be applied for soon.

1|Page
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In addition, Rodriguez informed that the Board that Congressman Blake Moore pursued an earmark request
for the bus rapid transit, ($6.5 million.)
Improvement fund nomination for transit and transportation vehicles was also applied for ($2.5 million).
Sr. Transportation Planner Jamie Dansie explained the LOW-NO application submitted to fund eight battery
electric buses and for required infrastructure and installation. The application was submitted two weeks
ago with hopes of getting a response this summer, 2021, (under $7 million).
Upcoming requests will follow as to apply for a RAISE opportunity, (former BUILD grant for capital) that is
due this July 2021 and will be for a bus rapid transit construction. Acting GM, Caroline Rodriguez informed
the Board that a consultant is under contract for benefit cost analysis and an economist to prepare the
benefit cost analysis will be ready for when the FTA conducts (no scheduled date released yet) their
informational webinar. The kickoff between staff and consultant will come in place next and to follow with
a board meeting to discuss the application. (request amount $25 million.)
Application (local awarded fund) will be submitted for a piece of permanent facility planning on the Gilmor
parcel (no fixed timeline required) only requirement being an approved scope through UDOT.

Contracts/Agreement updates
Acting GM, Caroline Rodriguez recapitulated with the Board of the Interlocal Agreement between Summit
County and High Valley Transit which has been executed and in place. The contracts for Fixed Route service
and Micro- Transit service between River North LLC (Via) and Summit County assigned to High Valley Transit
and all requirements, are in place and will be moving forward.
Rodriguez followed by informing the Board that HVT will need two additional agreements.
First agreement needed is for use of County or High Valley Transit owned vehicles and for use by HVT’s
contractor. Second agreement needed is a two-year lease request for the Summit county property (five
acres) in Gilmore Parcel for construction of the new Transit Facility between River North LLC and High Valley
Transit. A renegotiation for lease renewal will be required after the two-year lease is fulfilled. Board
Member Chris Robinson suggested to extend the lease to support and protect both HVT and River North
LLC with an approved sub-lease to River North LLC. Attorney Dave Thomas will update the lease agreement
to reflect the Board suggestions, lease term will stand for two years, the lease payment being a dollar a
year consideration during which period both parties will work in good faith.
Summit County will identify a master plan and specifically identify the five acres for transit. The Board will
work in good faith to determine other longer terms and conditions for the transit operations and/or to
reflect the length of the contract with River North LLC (Via). Finally, the Board will determine the ultimate
definition of the land and what it will be used for, including a sub-lease between Summit County and High
Valley Transit. Chair, Kim Carson suggested to Dave Thomas and Caroline Rodriguez to find out what entity
name should be on the lease.
Drafts for both agreements will be presented on next Board’s meeting per acting Transit GM.
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Board Action
Discussion and possible adoption of High Valley Transit’s Title IV Policy.
Acting GM Caroline Rodriguez explained UDOT language on the Title IV requirements and the four-factor
analysis based on the transit service area and added that the template had no flexibility to change the
language. Rodriguez has assigned Chris Putt to revise the document and double check the policy language.
Chair, Kim Carson entertained a motion to approve the adoption of High Valley Transit’s Title IV Policy as
attached and typo corrections as attached. Board Member Roger Armstrong moves the motion for
approval while Board Member Chris Robinson seconded the motion. All voted in favor, 5-0.

Board Comments
•

•

Board Member Roger Armstrong stated that emails have been sent by residents particularly in
Silver Springs area regarding the pink bus line. The Board member shares the residents concern of
the pink line being eliminated and informed the residents of the more efficient and more flexible
transit service in which it will provide the public with a better experience. Accommodation of skis
and bicycles, and security cameras in the vehicles to record live rides in terms to security is also
provided through the new transit service.
Chair Kim Carson added that the transit service is not an Uber and informed the public that the
Transit drivers are contracted through the transit provider. All transit drivers are screened who will
also work full shifts.

Meeting Adjourned at 1:46PM.

__________________________
Kim Carson, Chair
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Minutes
High Valley Transit District
BOARD OF TRUSTEES
THURSDAY, MAY 13, 2021
Location: Virtual- Zoom Meeting: https://summitcounty.box.com/s/e5hmkjig7vknfzarvxrdu3qg12xhqp3a
Consistent with provisions of the Utah Open and Public Meetings Act, Utah Code Ann. §52-4-207(4), the
Summit County Council Chair has issued written determinations supporting Summit County Council's
decision to convene electronic meetings of the Council without a physical anchor location. Due to the
health and safety risks related to the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic and considering public health orders
limiting in-person gatherings, members of the public should not attend Council meetings in person.
However, members of the public are invited and encouraged to view and participate in the Council's
electronic meetings as described below.
PRESENT:
Kim Carson, Chair
Joe Spink, Vice Chair/Secretary
Doug Clyde, Board Member

Dave Thomas, County Attorney
Roger Armstrong, Board Member
Chris Robinson, Board Member

Tom Fisher, County Manager
Jamie Dansie, Sr. Transportation Planner
Chris Putt, Transportation Planner

Caroline Rodriguez, Acting GM
Isabel Hanewicz, Business Analyst

Not PRESENT:
Abigail Villegas, Transportation Admin Tech
Meeting called to order at 1:00 PM.
Pledge of Allegiance
Public Comment
Chair Kim Carson shared a public comment from Bev Harrison who commented late last week. Carson
shared Harrison’s excitement about the new transit system and ideas in vehicle design. Carson informed
the Board of her response with an added suggestion for the HVT team to personally reach out to provide a
formal response.
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Work Session
Operational Update- Micro Launch May 17, 2021.
Acting GM, Caroline Rodriguez started by reiterating the mobile app launch which is now live to the public
and all future riders and explained that the app is easy to use. Rodriguez explained the timeline which is
still on track to launch the Micro-Transit on Monday 17, 2021 at 10AM, following with the ADA Paratransit
(Valley Ride) on Tuesday, June 15, 2021 and ending the full launch with the Fixed Line bus on Wednesday,
Jun 30/July 1, 2021.
Rodriguez explained High Valley Transit’s new route names and bus line colors that will reflect as,
•
•
•
•
•

101-Spiro /224 Local (green), high frequency fixed route between Jeremy Ranch and Deer Valley.
102-Gateway/Kamas Valley Commuter (black) extending to the city of Francis.
103-Kimball Junction Shuttle (light blue) and former Kimball Junction Circulator (operating every
20 min) acknowledging that is it still high frequency, reason being is to be able to properly transfer.
104- Bitner Shuttle (purple) new fixed route (operating every15 min) between Bitner Rd. and
Kimball Junction Center to serve higher density housing complexes on Bitner Rd.
105- Canyons Village Shuttle (red), shown as finalized on the map. The shuttle will serve all riders
year round and is designed with better connections between the Village and 10 White/ Kimball
Junction Express and 101 Spiro/ 224 Local.

Rodriguez explained the color system and how Park City still requires a color naming system for mapping
purposes, however the HVT system will be defined by its name and not by its color.
Rodriguez introduced HVT marketing updates that listed all HVT social media accounts now active, including
the Micro- Transit page and asked to join the scheduled virtual Micro launch event scheduled for May
18,2021.
Rodriguez went over all marketing materials that will be deployed to explain the public how to use the
Micro service step by step with the goal of having Para-Transit materials soon.
All Microtransit vehicles have been delivered to Park City and ready for the launch per Caroline Rodriguez
and adds that with the help from Derrick Radke, the HVT depot at Ecker Hill Park & Ride has been
successfully executed as the trailer, fencing and restrooms have been installed, only needing signage of
which has been ordered.
A longer-term depot is in the works by Nexus Architectural and Western Steel who have ground, mechanical
engineering, and water retainage in place and only awaiting electrical engineering and roofing installation
for solar panels. The goal is to have a design proposal for western Steel by the end of next week, the design
will include a high-level goal to accommodate solar panels and the importance of practicing electric
charging and operational facilities here in Utah per Caroline Rodriguez.
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Chair, Kim Carson passed on advice from Eugene McCarthy (who has experience working with facilities)
regarding energy efficiency operational facilities. Carson explained Mr. McCarthy’s suggestion in facility
construction and design. Rodriguez explained to the Board that the HVT team is scheduled to take a tour
of UTA in SLC to explore their charging facilities and will consider McCarthy’s ideas.
Other ground activities include,
•

•

•

Rodriguez informs that 20-25 HVT micro drivers onboarded and included that 75% of the ships
were filled up within an hour of opening. In addition, a wheelchair orientation, bike rack assembly
along with security cameras and safety panels in all HVT vehicles are planned to be installed today
and Friday per Rodriguez. More marketing/ public info will be coming out during this week.
Valley ride (ADA complementary Paratransit) welcome letter, fridge magnet and guidebook will be
sent out next week to all PC Mobility users who will be transitioned to Valley Ride. In addition,
individual out-reach, and travel training will be provided to certain riders (who have expressed
apprehension from switching from a fixed route to a micro service) along with a direct call from
Acting GM, Caroline Rodriguez.
Fixed route update included the HVT team finalizing stops and timetables and confirming of all the
time points and signage locations. Signage installation, ordering of vehicle wraps and additional
info will be coming out in the next week.

An outreach educational event to include those who are not text savvy was suggested by Board member
Joe Spink. Rodriguez explained that the HVT Team will educate the Silver Springs residents and training will
apply to those who have frequent interactions with residents that are interested in using the services like
the Summit County library staff, contacting HOAs, including all social, PCTV and KPCW and provide a
personal touch to those riders who are nervous and need that one-to-one education. The HVT team will
schedule virtual events that will better educate the public shorty after every launch has taken place.
Board member, Doug Clyde confirmed that the pink line bus will continue to concurrently run until June
30,2021 while Rodriguez encouraged the riders to give micro a try to compare and determine how the new
transit system works for the rider.

Budget Update.
A thumb nail sketch of the budget was put together to reflect all 19 figures (last full year) numbers for both
operating and Capital sides with a fund balance and grants that have not yet to reflect in the budget. Acting
GM, Caroline Rodriguez informed the Board of the overview and intent which is to come back with a more
detailed budget.
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Electronic Meeting Determination.
Chair, Kim Carson summarizes the written document and explains that the full written document has been
publishes for the public to read.
Kim Carson made a motion to approve the electronic meeting determination, moved by Doug Clyde and
seconded by Chris Robinson to approve the written determination regarding electronic meetings without
an anchored location. All in favor, 5-0

Meeting minutes, March 25, 2021, April 1,2021 and April 13, 2021.
Kim Carson made a motion to adopt the meeting minutes for 3/25/2021, moved by Doug Clyde and
seconded by Chris Robinson to adopt the written minutes for 3/25/2021 with one abstention by Kim Carson
due to absence. All voted in favor, 5-0
Kim Carson made a motion to adopt the meeting minutes for 4/1//2021, moved by Doug Clyde and
seconded by Joe Spink to adopt the written minutes for 4/1/2021, with one abstention by Roger Armstrong
due to absence. All voted in favor, 5-0
Kim Carson made a motion to adopt the meeting minutes for 4/13/2021, moved by Joe Spink and seconded
by Chris Robinson to adopt the written minutes for 4/13/2021 with one abstention by Doug Clyde due to
absence. All voted in favor, 5-0.

Discussion and possible approval of contract between High Valley Transit District and Crafted Leadership
(Vision & Mission).

Kim Carson entertains a motion to approve the contract between High Valley Transit District and Crafted
Leadership, moved by Doug Clyde and seconded Chris Robinson for vision and mission. All in favor 5-0.

Discussion and possible approval of Addendum No.1 to the TaaS Service Order granting River North LLC.
Limited license to operate vehicles owned by High Valley Transit.
Board member Chris Robinson reviewed all entities and explained the series of amendment assignment to
be directly with River North LLC.
Board member Joe Spink opens for discussion the bus purchasing as Caroline Rodriguez adds that the two
buses have been finalized and the other information regarding the remaining buses will be discussed during
the executive session.
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The bus purchase standards were discussed by all Board members with the understanding that the bus
purchase should meet a proper age, mileage, and maintenance fee. The Board will also review any
additional operation fees and include a bracket/borders on increase. Maintaining the buses in good working
order was open for discussion by Joe Spink, highlighting the importance of aesthetics and forgiveness of
drought events. A good working order and condition by River North LLC was suggested by Kim Carson to
determine logistics.

Discussion and possible approval of Addendum No.2 to the TaaS Service Order establishing Paratransit
policies.
Addendum No.2 to the TaaS Service Order establishing Paratransit policies, will be provided on next Board
meeting, May 27,2020 as it was not ready for discussion. High Valley Transit in conjunction with River North
LLC. will write the parameters around the service metrix they will meet.

Board Comments.
•

•
•

Board member Chris Robinson commented on the newly launched HVT mobile and good
compliments the “pretty painless” and looked good and apologizes for not attending the
welcoming events.
Board member explains his HVT app managing experience by defining the app “simple and easy to
use”.
Board member Joe Spink observation of PEGG development in PCMR will be including paid parking
and thoughts of working closely with the Park City resorts were brought up by Kim Carson for
partnership and support and keeping communication open with the resorts regarding the transit
system.

Staff Comments.
•

Acting GM, Caroline Rodriguez mentions a vehicle photoshoot and successes that the HVT team
have been a part of giving s shout out to HVT Transportation Planner, Chris Putt and HVT Business
Analyst, Isabel Hanewicz, including website updates showing the new Live Data page populating to
reflect the everyday current data to the public.

Closed Session
Property Acquisition.
Chair Kim Carson moved a motion to go into closed session for discussion of property acquisition. Moved
by Doug Clyde and seconded by Chris Robinson. All voted in favor, 5-0.
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Meeting adjourned at 2:15PM.

________________________
Kim Carson, Chair
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STAFF REPORT
TO:
FROM:
DATE:
SUBJECT:

High Valley Transit Board of Trustees
Caroline Rodriguez
May 27, 2021
Board Actions Staff Report

____________________________________________________________________________________
Requested Board Action
Agenda item 8. Discussion and possible approval of Addendum No. 1 to the TaaS Service Order granting
River North Limited license to operate vehicles owned by High Valley Transit.
This is a continuation of the conversation on May 13, 2021 regarding the language in the addendum that
would allow River North to operate vehicles owned by High Valley Transit. During the previous session
there were two outstanding issues, as outlined below, along with their resolution/update.
Issue
Resolution
River North would require vehicles no older than Provision removed
10 years of age
Define “good working order”
Attorney present to discuss appropriate definition
Agenda item 9. Discussion and possible approval of Addendum No. 2 to the TaaS Service Order for ADA
Complementary Paratransit Service.
This amendment establishes and incorporates to the Master Services Agreement performance standards
for River North as the operator HVT’s ADA Complementary Paratransit program. This item is budget
neutral.
Agenda item 10. Discussion and possible approval of the S.R. 224 Transit Lane Operation Agreement
between High Valley Transit and the Utah Department of Transportation (UDOT) permitting the operation
of a transit lane within the right -of-way of north bound S.R. 224 from milepost 8.30 to milepost 11.15 in
Summit County, Utah.
Execution of this agreement will allow HVT’s full-size transit buses to “shoulder run” in the north bound
direction during peak periods, when safe. To be ready for July 1, this agreement needs to be executed
immediately. Three outstanding issues remain and could be addressed with addendums to this agreement.
Those issues are:
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1. The agreement does not allow for HVT’s micro vehicles, or any public transit vehicle less than 35
feet in length, to operate in the shoulder. HVT staff did request that UDOT update the vehicle
definition within the agreement to reflect the diverse nature of our fleet, but that request was
denied pending further discussion.
2. Staff requested permission for HVT transit vehicles to run in the shoulder in the south bound
direction as well. UDOT has agreed to conduct a safety and traffic analysis to determine if they can
allow this.
3. The S.R. 224 shoulders are a last plowing priority for UDOT and will remain so, despite our request
to have the shoulders plowed at the same time as the roadway. HVT staff is particularly concerned
with this lack of plowing given that the marked and dedicated transit late turning northbound off
Canyons Resort Drive feeds directly into the shoulder, rather than into mixed flow traffic. During
heavy snow conditions when the shoulder is not plowed, there is confusion among SOV drivers as
to how the bus will maneuver through the intersection.
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Addendum No. 1
To
Transit as a Service (TAAS) Service Order
Fixed Route Transit Service
This Addendum to Transit As a Service (TAAS) Service Order, Fixed Route Transit Service, dated
April 14, 2021 (the “Order”) is made and entered into on May [__], 2021 (the “Effective Date”),
by and between HIGH VALLEY TRANSIT DISTRICT, a local district of the State of Utah (the
“District”) and RIVER NORTH TRANSIT LLC, a Delaware limited liability company qualified
to do business within the State of Utah (“River North”). The District and River North are each a
“Party,” and together are the “Parties.”
The purpose of this Addendum is to provide the terms under which the District shall provide
River North with a limited license to use and operate seven (7) transit buses as further described
herein to form part of the fleet (the “Fleet”) described in the Order. The terms and conditions set
forth herein are incorporated into and shall form a part of the Order upon its execution by the
Parties. Capitalized terms herein have the same meaning as used in the Order or Master Services
Agreement, dated September 3, 2020, and its First Amendment, dated April 14, 2021, unless
otherwise noted. All other provisions of the Order shall remain unmodified and in full force and
effect.
1. Limited License to Operate the Transit Buses
Subject to the provisions of this Addendum, the District hereby grants River North, and its
approved subcontractors, a limited, exclusive, and non-transferable (other than to
subcontractors) license for the Term of the Order to use and operate the following transit
buses (individually, a “Bus” and collectively, the “Buses”) for the Fixed Route Transit
Service (as defined in the Order):

Bus make/model/year

VIN

Odometer
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2. Buses
a) The District shall provide River North with all maintenance and service records
for each Bus and River North shall have the right to inspect all Buses prior to their
incorporation into the Fleet. Any defects identified as a result of such inspections
must be corrected by the District prior to such Bus being used to provide the
Fixed Route Transit Service.
b) Buses shall not be over five (5) years old and/or have more than 100,000 miles on
its engine and transmission, whichever occurs first. If District nonetheless
requires that a Bus failing to meet these requirements be used, the Parties shall
negotiate an appropriate increase in fees to cover the increase in maintenance
costs and breakdown risk.
c) River North shall not use or operate the Buses for purposes other than as specified
in this Addendum and the Order.
d) River North shall not sell, license, assign, let, trade or expose for sale the Buses to
a third party other than to a subcontractor operator (e.g. RTW or similar
replacement) without the District express written consent.
e) River North shall ensure that security measures are in place to physically and
electronically secure the Buses from unauthorized use or access.
f) River North shall ensure that each Bus is fully licensed and insured. River North
acknowledges and agrees that neither the District, nor its board of trustees,
officers, employees, and agents, will be liable for any loss or damage arising out
of or resulting from River North, or its subcontractors, use or operation of the
Buses, and hereby releases the District to the fullest extent from any such liability,
loss, damage or claim, except to the extent such liability, loss, damage or claim
arises out of the District’s fraud, gross negligence, or willful misconduct.
g) Subject to River North’s approval as set forth in section (a) above, the Buses are
provided by the District on an “as is” basis. TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED
BY LAW, NO EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTY, TERM, CONDITON OR
UNDERTAKING IS GIVEN OR ASSUMED BY THE DISTRICT,
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INCLUDING ANY IMPLIED WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR
FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.
3. Maintenance Obligations
a) River North shall ensure that each Bus is maintained in good working order and
condition, in compliance with such Bus manufacturer’s recommendations and
specifications. The District shall, for the Term of the Order, transfer to River
North all the rights and remedies it has under any manufacturer’s warranty
covering the Buses and any parts thereof and provide any and all related
documentation thereto.
b) To the extent any repairs are covered by any warranty, District and River North
shall collaborate to ensure that such warranty work is completed in a timely
manner; provided that River North shall not be liable nor responsible in the event
the scope of the warranty work causes any delays or negatively impacts the Fixed
Route Transit Services. With respect to repairs that are not covered by warranty,
River North shall coordinate the repair thereof. If such repair constitutes a major
repair that is caused by improper maintenance or heavy use of the Buses effected
prior to River North having access to such Bus, River North shall only be
responsible for labor costs and the District shall cover the costs of any parts
required to effect the major repair. For the avoidance of doubt, a “major repair”
shall mean repairs necessitating an engine overhaul, transmission rebuild,
differential/rear axle rebuild or any other major body repair.
c) The District shall have the right to inspect all Buses, including any maintenance
records pertaining thereto, prior to Launch Date (as defined in the Order), and at
any time during the Term of the Order. Any defects identified as a result of such
inspections shall be corrected by River North or its subcontractors within a
reasonable time period.
4.

Counterparts
This Addendum may be executed in any number of counterparts, each of which shall be
deemed to be an original, and all of which taken together shall constitute one and the
same instrument.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Parties hereto have executed this Addendum on the day first
written above.
RIVER NORTH TRANSIT LLC

HIGH VALLEY TRANSIT DISTRICT

By: __________________________________
Name:

By:_____________________________
Name: Kim Carson
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Title:

Title: Chair, Board of Trustees
Approved as to Form:

David L. Thomas

________________________________
David L. Thomas
Chief Civil Deputy
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Transit as a Service (TAAS) Service Order
ADA Complementary Paratransit Service
Date: May __, 2021
1. Purpose; Scope; Integration of Master Agreement
By this service order (the “Order”), River North Transit LLC, a Delaware limited liability company
qualified to do business within the State of Utah (“River North”), a wholly owned subsidiary of
Via Transportation, Inc. (“Via”), and High Valley Transit District, a political subdivision of the
State of Utah (“Customer”) agree to collaborate towards the initiation of Customer’s ADA
complementary paratransit service in Summit County, Utah (as agreed upon by the parties
during the planning and design stages) (the “ADA Complementary Paratransit Service”). This
Order governs the ADA Complementary Paratransit Service.
The Master Services Agreement between Via Mobility, LLC and Customer, dated September 3,
2020, and its First Amendment, dated April 14, 2021 (together, the “MSA”), is incorporated in its
entirety herein by this reference and shall be fully binding upon River North in the provision of
the ADA Complementary Paratransit Service under this Order. All capitalized terms used but
not defined herein shall have the meaning set forth in the MSA.
In accordance with the MSA, River North will provide the Customer with the ADA
Complementary Paratransit Service detailed below. River North may contract with third party
service providers to provide different parts of the service, such as fleet managers, vehicle
suppliers, driver partners, background check providers, customer service support agencies, a
payment processor and insurance brokers and underwriters.

ADA Complementary Paratransit Services will include:
●
●
●
●
●

●
●
●

Localization of a proprietary cloud-based dynamic vehicle routing and pre-booked
scheduling and real-time passenger routing system;
Access to booking via a dedicated phone line for all Riders;
Access to a rider app for Riders who have access to a smartphone;
Access to the Via mobile driver application for drivers to route and service rides through
a smartphone or tablet;
Establish relationship with vehicle rental company (“Vehicle Partner”) to provide access
to vehicles on a rental basis to independent contractor drivers (“Driver Partners”) who
shall provide transportation services;
Accompanying technical and operational support service;
Marketing and outreach initiatives as described herein; and
Data sharing and reporting as described herein.
2. Service Design
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The ADA Complementary Paratransit Service will operate separately from the paratransit
service currently provided by Park City Transit, in order to provide paratransit service around
eligible High Valley Transit fixed line buses.
3. Duration & Launch Date
The ADA Complementary Paratransit Service will commence on a mutually agreed upon date
no later than June 22, 2021, and terminate on June 30, 2023, subject to extension by mutual
agreement of the Parties on terms to be agreed (including any increase in monthly fees for
additional months).
The Customer will provide written notice to proceed to River North. For the avoidance of doubt,
notice to proceed can only be given by the Customer once the Order and appendices are final
and signed, and any necessary local and regulatory approvals have been received or
registrations completed. Upon receipt of such written notice to proceed, River North will
commence local preparation for launch (“Launch Preparation Period”). Passenger bookings
will begin on June 15, and service operations on June 22, unless River North and the Customer
define an alternative mutually agreeable date in writing (“Launch Date”).
4. Fees
All fees associated with the ADA Complementary Paratransit Service are encapsulated in the
TaaS Service Order (Microtransit Service), dated April 15, 2021.
5. Service Parameters for the ADA Complementary Paratransit Service
●

●

No-Show Policy:
○ River North shall provide a “no-show” report to the Customer indicating Riders who
have been marked as “no-shows” by Driver Partners.
○ Customer shall develop a no-show policy in consultation with River North to
discourage frequent no-shows from Riders.
Booking: River North will introduce a dedicated phone number and mobile application,
through which Riders can book and track trips, in phased implementation. Rides can be
booked up to 14 days before the trip. Rides must be booked by 5pm on the day before the
scheduled trip. Riders may book recurring rides if Customer wishes to permit such
bookings. Recurring rides are limited to Riders traveling to the same place at the same
time at least once a week for a minimum period of 30 days.

●

Scheduling: Riders will be provided a trip with a 30-minute booking window for their
pickup time. The booking window will be no more than one hour before or after their
requested departure time. River North will notify the Rider 15 minutes before their vehicle’s
estimated time of arrival within that window (provided both Driver Partner and Rider have
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●

●

●

cell phone reception). The service will provide a trip option with a pick-up time or a dropoff time, but not both.
Service Type: Service provided is Origin to Destination. If necessary, the Driver Partner
will provide assistance in boarding and unboarding. At no time may a Driver Partner enter
a building to provide assistance.
Eligibility: Customer will manage eligibility for this service and will provide River North
with eligibility changes on a weekly basis. When Customer determines that a Rider is no
longer eligible for the service, Customer shall be responsible for communicating this
information to the Rider and cancelling all upcoming future trips.
Trip Prioritization: Should demand for trips outstrip supply of vehicles, the Customer will
set clear parameters for how River North shall prioritize trips (e.g, first come/first served).
6. Driver Partners

All Driver Partners for the ADA Complementary Paratransit Service must be proficient in the
following:
● Requirements and specifics of the paratransit service;
● Disability awareness and sensitivity training; and
● Passenger mobility devices and securement .
In order to be eligible to drive for the ADA Complementary Paratransit Service, Driver Partners
must be vetted and not have a track record of complaints, unreliability, or negative Rider
reviews in the microtransit service. River North may determine ongoing eligibility for this service
depending on metrics including on-time service, ride completion, and Rider feedback. River
North will ensure that only Driver Partners who have been PASS-certified are eligible to provide
service in the ADA Complementary Paratransit Service. River North will offer incentives on at
least a quarterly basis for Driver Partners to complete additional paratransit training by qualified
third party paratransit training organizations.
To further ensure quality of service, River North reserves the right to conduct additional driver
testing (e.g. random non-DOT drug and alcohol testing).
7. Performance Standards
River North will comply with all service and performance standards set forth in FTA, UDOT, and
High Valley Transit regulations governing ADA complementary paratransit services.
To ensure service expectations are met, River North will perform regular “go and see”
inspections at frequent paratransit pick-up/ drop-off locations.

A pick-up or drop-off is considered to be “on time” if the vehicle arrives at the scheduled pick-up
or drop-off point within the designated pick-up window or earlier. A pick-up is considered to be
“on time” if a Driver Partner arrives on time but the Rider is a no-show.
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Provided that there is a volume of at least 500 rides per month, River North will meet the
following performance standards:
Monthly Level SLAs
• Trip Length: 99% of trip durations are shorter or on par with fixed route equivalent trips
• Pick-up on time performance: 90%
• Drop-off on time performance: 90%
• Late but performed trips (trips that the Rider takes but the Driver Partner arrives 30
minutes or later after the pick-up window quoted to the Rider): No more than 3%
• Missed trips (trips for which the Driver Partner arrives after the window, does not arrive
at the pick-up point and the Rider no-shows, or the Rider cancels after the window): No
more than 2%
Daily Level SLAs
● Pick-up on time performance: 90% and above
● Drop-off on time performance: Not defined due to very small sample size
Phone hold times
● Average waiting time: 1 minute, 95% of calls answered in three minutes
If River North fails to meet these performance standards, a monthly review with Customer will
be triggered, where River North must report on root causes and provide an action plan to
improve quality of service.
The Parties acknowledge that if the volume of rides is under 500 rides per month, the above
service standards do not carry significant information about the quality of service provided in the
ADA Complementary Paratransit Service, and as such performance will be reviewed on a
monthly basis. In such monthly reviews, River North will present performance data, Customer
will share feedback (based on data and qualitative observations), and the Parties shall agree on
and document next steps to address any service needs.
8. Confidentiality
Appendix 1 contains Confidential Information subject to Section 5.1 of the MSA.
9. Counterparts
This Order may be executed in counterparts and delivered by electronic transmission. Any
signature on this Order transmitted by facsimile or electronically in PDF format or other
electronic means (e.g., DocuSign) shall be deemed an original signature and may be used in
lieu of the original for all purposes.
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RIVER NORTH TRANSIT LLC

CUSTOMER: HIGH VALLEY TRANSIT

____________________________________ ____________________________________
Authorized Signature
Authorized Signature
____________________________________
Printed Name

________Kim Carson__________________

____________________________________
Title

________Chair_______________________
Title

___________________________________
Date Signed

____________________________________
Date Signed

APPROVED AS TO FORM:

David L. Thomas________
David L. Thomas
Chief Civil Deputy
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Appendix 1 to Service Order
Data Sharing

Authorized Users - Contract
The below exhibit sets forth the members of the Customer’s “Core Team” who are designated
authorized users of the Via Solution and Program data. Any usage beyond the members of the
Core Team would be in violation of the confidentiality provisions in the Terms.
Exhibit 1.
Core Team
Title

Name

Data Sharing Plan - Appendix
As part of the ADA Complementary Paratransit Service, Via will make below data available to
members of the Customer’s Core Team, for the purpose of research and program evaluation.
The data to be shared will be uploaded to a Tableau server and protected by Via’s VPN. Each
of the individuals listed as members of the Core Team will be provided their own Tableau and
VPN credentials. Access to the Tableau server will be available through the VPN only and might
require appropriate software to connect. Underlying data may not be shared through any other
method. The data is considered trade secret by Via, and is subject to the confidentiality and
other protective provisions set forth in the Terms.
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Section A: STANDARD REPORTING SET
Dashboard

Data Point

Service Data Report

on time performance (% and
# of rides)

Key summary data for the
service.

Total Transported (Bookings)
Total Transported (Passenger
Transports)
Total Transported (Distinct
Riders)

Trip Manifest
Detailed summary of rides

Level of Detail
day

day

day

day

No show

day

Missed not transported

day

Early cancel

day

Late cancel

day

rider name

completed ride

rider id

completed ride

mobility status

completed ride

PU window start

completed ride

PU window end

completed ride

Pickup time

completed ride

DO window start

completed ride
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DO window end

completed ride

Dropoff time

completed ride

FInal Ride Status

completed ride

Origin Address

completed ride

Destination Address

completed ride

Driver ID

completed ride

Van ID

completed ride

Extra Passengers

completed ride

Is Violation

Yes/No

Violation excused

Yes/No

Ride Duration (Min)
Ride DIstance (Miles)

Rider Violations
Detailed summary of rider
violations filterable by
period of time.

completed ride; truncated to
minute
completed ride

rider name

distinct rider

rider id

distinct rider

mobility status

completed ride

account status

active, inactive, suspended

No Shows

count

Late Cancels

count
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Total Violations

Rider Eligibility Expirations
Upcoming riders whose
eligibility is expiring.

count

Rider Name

distinct rider

ID

distinct rider

Account status

active, inactive, suspended

Eligibility end date

Month, day, year
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State of Utah
Department of Transportation

TRANSIT LANE OPERATION AGREEMENT
SR-224 MP 8.30-11.15
THIS AGREEMENT is made and entered into this ___________ day of _______, 20__, by and
between the UTAH DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION, a state agency ("UDOT"), and
HIGH VALLEY TRANSIT DISTRICT, a District within the state of Utah, hereinafter referred to as
("DISTRICT").

WITNESSETH:
WHEREAS, UDOT owns the right-of-way over which runs State Route 224 ("SR 224") in Summit
County, Utah; and
WHEREAS, north bound SR 224 experiences high outbound traffic volumes from time to time,particularly
during event outload; and
WHERE AS, UDOT is willing to permit the operation of a transit lane within the right -of-way of
north bound SR 224 from milepost 8.30 to milepost 11.15 in Summit County, Utah.
NOW THEREFORE in consideration of the mutual promises, terms, and conditions hereof, UDOT and
DISTRICT agree as follows:
1. Term.
1.1

This Cooperative Agreement shall be effective as of the date written above and continues until
terminated by either party with thirty (30) days written notice.

2. Definitions of Key Terms.
2.1

Bus: A motor vehicle designed for carrying more than fifteen (15) passengers operated and
owned by the DISTRICT, not including the driver, and used for the transportation of persons,
whether or not for compensation.

2.2

DISTRICT: All officers, employees, and agents of High Valley Transit District. As well as all
independent contractors who perform any obligation of this Cooperative Agreement on behalf
of the DISTRICT.

2.3

Transit Lane: The outside shoulder of the portion of northbound SR-224 including the right
turn lane where it develops near the intersections. Beginning at SR-224 Milepost 8.3 to
Milepost 11.15 allowing northbound travel to DISTRICT buses and other buses as authorized
by UDOT.

2.4

UDOT: All officers, employees, and agents of the Utah Department of Transportation, as well
as all independent contractors who perform any obligation of this Cooperative Agreement on
behalf of UDOT.

3. Obligations of the Parties.
3.1

UDOT will permit the operation of DISTRICT buses on SR 224 in the designated Transit
Lane. DISTRICT understand s and agrees that UDOT may permit other entities to operate
buses in the Transit Lane.
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3.2

UDOT will allow bicycles in the Transit Lane.

3.3

Use of the Transit Lane will be in compliance with the Operating Rules attached hereto as
Exhibit A and incorporated by reference.

3.4 UDOT will install signs and markings in compliance with the Utah Manual of Uniform Traffic
Control Devices to demarcate the Transit Lane. At its discretion, UDOT will remove the signs
after termination of this Cooperative Agreement, UDOT will pay the cost of new pavement
markings and signs, including posts and bases. UDOT will pay to install and maintain the new
signs and markings.
3.5 UDOT shall regulate SR 224 in its sole discretion and both parties acknowledge that state and
local codes will continue to be enforced by law enforcement agencies including the Summit
County Sheriff and the Utah Highway Patrol.
3.6 The DISTRICT will provide training to DISTRICT staff on the requirements of this
Agreement. The DISTRICT will be held responsible for DISTRICT buses and drivers.
3.7 The DISTRICT shall comply with the operating Rules attached hereto as Exhibit “A” and
incorporated by reference.
3.8 UDOT will plow SR-224 when the snow plows have addressed the priority routes of I-80 and
US-40.
4. Indemnification.
4.1

The DISTRICT shall at all times protect, defend, indemnify , and save harmless UDOT from
any and all claims, demands, judgments, costs, expenses and all damage of every kind,
including attorneys' fees, and nature made, rendered, or incurred by or in behalf of any
person or corporation whatsoever, in any manner due to or arising out of injury to or in
death of any person, or damage to property of any person or persons whomsoever, including
the parties hereto and their employees, arising from the negligent operation of a DISTRICT
bus by a DISTRICT employee on the Transit Lane.

4.2 Nothing herein shall be deemed a waiver of defenses or immunity of any party under the Utah
Governmental Immunity Act.
5. Miscellaneous Provisions.

5.1 This Agreement shall be governed by the laws of the State of Utah both as to interpretation and
performance.
5.2 This Agreement may be executed in counterparts by UDOT and the CIT Y.
5.3

This Agreement does not create any type of agency relationship, joint venture or partnership
between UDOT and the DISTRICT.

5.4

This Agreement contains the entire agreement between the Parties, with respect to the subject
matter hereof, and no statements, promises, or inducements made by either Party or agents for
either Party that are not contained in this written Agreement shall be binding or valid. Any
amendment to this Agreement must be in writing and executed by the authorized
representatives of each Party.

5.5

Each individual executing this Agreement does represent and warrant to each other that he or
she has been duly authorized to sign this Agreement in the capacity and for the stated entities
where he or she signs.

5.6

Prohibition of Certain Telecommunications and Video Surveillance Services or Equipment.
All work of the District that relates to any agreement with UDOT is subject to Public
Law 115-232, Sec. 889 and 2 CFR § 200.216 (the “Telecommunications Laws”).
Among other things, the Telecommunications Laws prohibit the use of any sort of
“covered telecommunications” equipment or services, which are those provided by a
company listed in
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such laws. The District shall at all times comply with the Telecommunications Laws. The
District hereby certifies that it has read the Telecommunications Laws and consulted with
legal counsel as needed. For all matters which are the subject of any agreement between the
District and UDOT, the District hereby certifies that it currently conforms with, and will
continue to conform with, the Telecommunications Laws in all respects. The District shall
also place this certification in all UDOT-related contracts with subcontractors,
consultants, and suppliers for UDOT’s benefit. If any government entity having
jurisdiction determines that the District or its associates is not in compliance with the
Telecommunications Laws, the District agrees that it shall promptly notify UDOT of
the same and remedy any deficiency.
IN WITNESS WHERE OF, the Parties hereto have caused these presents to be executed by its duly
authorized officers as of the day and year first above written.

HIGH VALLEY TRANSIT DISTRICT
By

UTAH DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
Date

Date

Eric Chaston, Region 2 District Engineer

Caroline Rodriguez, General Manager
By

By

Date

By

Date

Robert Stewart, Region 2 Director
By

Date

By

Date

Comptroller’s Office
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EXHIBIT A
Operating Rules on the Transit Lane:
1. DISTRICT employees (“Operators”) at their discretion will operate DISTRICT buses on the Transit Lane
during the time restrictions posted by UDOT.

2. Driving on the Transit Lane shall be allowed only between the "BEGIN" sign and the "END" sign installed by
UDOT. UDOT has placed signs.

3. DISTRICT bus operators shall exercise their best judgment in considering the safety of other motorists, as

well as that of bus passengers. DISTRICT bus operators will not use the Transit Lane in such cases where a
DISTRICT bus will not fit on the Transit lane. If the Transit Lane is obstructed in any way, the DISTRICT
bus operator must merge back into the travel lane to avoid the obstruction.

4. DISTRICT bus operators shall not use the Transit Lane to pass a snow plow.
5. DISTRICT bus operators shall not pass other buses by entering and exiting the travel lanes if buses are at a
stop. Exception only if vehicles are occupying the shoulder because of mechanical issues.

6. DISTRICT bus operators shall yield to other vehicles lawfully entering the Transit Lane. This paragraph shall
not impact a determination of fault.

7. DISTRICT bus operators should exercise caution not to drive on the gutter pan on the Transit Lane.
8. Operators shall not drive on the Transit Lane where pavement is breaking apart or where excessive potholes
are recurring.

9. When driving on the Transit Lane, DISTRICT bus operators shall turn on the four-way flashers. The

DISTRICT bus operators shall use their horn to alert motorists only when necessary at the DISTRICT bus
operator's discretion.

10. The maximum allowed speed of DISTRICT buses driving on the Transit Lane is 35 mph. While using the
Transit Lane, the bus shall not exceed the speed of traffic using the traffic lanes by more than 15 mph.
DISTRICT bus speed on the Transit Lane should be reduced if water, snow, or ice are present.

11. All state and local traffic codes shall apply to the use of the Transit Lane by DISTRICT buses, except those
that would prohibit the use of the Transit Lane pursuant to the terms of this Cooperative Agreement.

12. Prior to and during peak ski days and major events, UDOT may plow the shoulder to the maximum extent
practicable as to allow for the safe travel by DISTRICT buses.
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